
UNIT-III
HVDC CONTROL

Basic means of control:

OVERALL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF HVDC SYSTEM

From the overall equivalent circuit of HVDC system

= − ( / )+ ±The DC voltage and current in the DC link can be controlled by controlling rectifier voltagesand inverter voltages using two methods
 GRID CONTROL
 MANUAL CONTROL

 GRID CONTROL: It is done by varying ignition angle of the valves. It is rapid orinstantaneous control
 MANUAL CONTROL: It is done changing the taps ratio of the converter transformer.It is slow and done in stepsPower reversal can be done by changing the polarity of the DC voltage at both ends

BASIS FOR SELECTION OF THE CONTROL:

 Prevention of large fluctuating current due to variations of AC voltages
 Maintaining the DC voltage near to its rated
 Maintaining the power factor at the sending and receiving end as high aspossible
 Prevention of various faults in the valves



What is the Need for power factor high?

 To keep the rated power in the converter as high as possible wrt givenvoltage, current, voltage ratings of the transformer and the valves.
 To reduce the stress on the valve.
 To minimize the losses and the current ratings of the equipment in the ACsystem to which the converter is connected.
 To minimize the voltage drops as the load increases.
 To minimize the reactive power supplied to the converter

DESIRED FEATURES OF THE CONTROLLER:

 Control system should not be sensitive to normal variations in voltage andfrequency of the AC supply system.
 Control should be fast reliable and easy to implement.
 There should be continuous operating range of full Rectification to fullInversion.
 Control should be such that it should require less reactive power.
 Under at steady state conditions the valves should be fired symmetrically.
 Control should be such that it must control the maximum current in the DClink and limit the fluctuations of the current.
 Power should be controlled independently and smoothly which can be doneby controlling the current or voltage or both.
 Control should be such that it can be used for protection of the line and theconverter

CONSTANT VOLTAGE CONSTANT CURRENTVoltage is constant Current is constantCurrent is varied to change power Voltage is varied to change powerLoads and power sources are connected inparallel in order to turnoff a load or a sourcerespective branch is opened Loads and power sources are connectedin series in order to turn off  a load orsource it should be bypassedAC transmission and DC Distribution Street lighting  in DCDC system the fault current can be greaterlimited by circuit resistance Short circuit current is ideally limited byload current and it is twice of the ratedcurrent and Accidental open circuits giverise to huge voltagesPower loss is α (power transmitted)2 Power loss is α full load value



From the overall equivalent circuit of HVDC system

= − ( / )+ ±= [ ( + ) + ( )]
We know that ( ) = . [ ( + ) + ( )]( ) = . [ ( + ) + ( )]Therefore for achieving high power factor α for rectifier and γ for inverter should bekept as low as possibleThe rectifier has minimum α limit  of about 50 to ensure adequate voltage across thevalves before firing . consequently the rectifier normally operates within in the range of 150and 200 so as to leave a room for increasing rectifier voltage to control DC power flow.In the case of the inverter it is necessary to maintain the a certain minimumExtinction angle to avoid commutation failure. It is important to ensure that commutationis completed with sufficient margin to allow deionization before voltage reverses γ = β-μ.The minimum margin for this is 150 to 50Hz and 180 for 60Hz supply.In order to satisfy basic requirements for better voltage regulation and currentregulation it is always be advisable to assign these parameters for the converters. Undernormal operations Rectifier will take care of the current and the Inverter will take care ofthe voltage.

Rectifier - Constant Current Control (CC)

Inverter - Constant Extinction Angle Control (CEA)

Let us examine how AC voltages changes reflect in the DC current and which
controller has to be exercised to make DC link current at rated value.

I = V cos α − V cos(β/γ)R + R ± R
 INCREASE IN THE RECTIFIER VOLTAGE: Current in the DC link willincrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will increasedelay angle α while at the inverter end controller will maintain CEA. Increasein the delay angle   worsens the power factor. Generally it is controlled insteps thereafter tap change is done



 INCREASE IN THE INVERTER VOLTAGE :  Current in the DC link willdecrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will decreasedelay angle α up to α min while at the inverter end controller will maintainCEA. decrease in the delay angle   improves the power factor. Generally it iscontrolled in steps thereafter tap change is done
 DECREASE IN THE RECTIFIER VOLTAGE: : Current in the DC link willdecrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will decreasedelay angle α up to  α min while at the inverter end controller will maintainCEA. decrease in the delay angle   improves the power factor. Generally it iscontrolled in steps thereafter tap change is done. If the further decrease inthe rectifier voltage characteristics falls below and CEA characteristics doesnot intersect then Dc link current will be zero. Therefore inverter also shouldbe equipped with constant current controller
 DECREASE IN THE INVERTER VOLTAGE: Current in the DC link willincrease to control the current in the rectifier end, controller will increasedelay angle α while at the inverter end controller will maintain CEA. Increasein the delay angle   worsens the power factor. Generally it is controlled insteps thereafter tap change is done

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HVDC SYSTEM:

Slope of α, β and γ characteristics

= −= ( / ) ±In this setup we have modeled the rectifier and inverter only missing is the line theresistance of the line we have to include the resistance of the line either with rectifier orwith the inverter



Voltage drop across the line = RLIdIncluding the drop along the rectifier we get= − ( + )= ( ) += −
IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS: Rectifier will take care of current so it is a line parallel to Yaxis. As Inverter equation with gama is negative slope. The point where rectifier currentcontrol and inverter voltage control coincide there exist a operating point which is thepower order of the HVDC link

The rectifier characteristics can be shifted horizontally by adjusting the currentcommand or current order. If the measured current is less than the command the regulatoradvances the firing by decreasing α.The inverter characteristics can be raised or lowered by means of thetransformer tap changer. When the tap is moved the CEA regulator quickly restores thedesired gama. As a result the DC current changes which is then quickly restored by currentregulator of the rectifier.
ACTUAL CHARACTERISTICS:



 The rectifier maintains constant current in the DC link by changing α however αcannot be less than αmin. Once αmin .  is hit no further increase in voltage is possible.This is called Constant Ignition Angle Control(CIA)
 In practice as current controller will have a proportional controller it has highnegative slope due to finite gain of the controller
CONSTANT CURRENT CONTROLLER:

With the current regulator gain K = ( − )= +There fore = − ( + ) )
CONSTANT CURRENT CONTROL INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING:

 Measurement of the DC current.
 Comparison of Id with the set value Ids or Iord (called as Reference/Current Order/Current Command).
 Amplification to the differences called error.
 Application of the output signal of the amplifier to the phase shift circuit thatalters the ignition angle α of the valves in the proper direction for reducing theerror.



CONSTANT EXTINCTION ANGLE CONTROL:

COMBINED RECTIFIER AND INVERTER CHARACTERISTICS:

Power reversal can be done by changing the current settings of the converter and inverterwhich is shown in the dotted line above
ALTERNATIVE CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR INVERTER:

DC VOLTAGE CONTROL MODE: instead of regulating by fixing γ a closed loop may be usedso as to maintain the constant voltage at desired point on the DC line. It ensures that thevoltage is constant



CONSTANT β CONTROL: In the inverter equation if there is beta there will be a positiveslope. At low load  beta gives additional security against commutation failure. However forheavy currents and large overlap gama is used

For stabilization and ambiguity reasons also

TAP CHANGE CONTROL: Tap changing control is done to maintain the firing angles in thedesired range. Normally rectifier which takes care of the current backed up by tap changeand also inverter CEA also backed up by tap change.They are changed in fixed steps from minimum to maximum. Tap changes areprevented during transients. Hunting is avoided by having dead band wider than step size.



CURRENT LIMITS

 MAXIMUM CURRENT LIMITS: The maximum short time current is usuallylimited to 1.2 to 1.3 times the normal full load current to avoid thermaldamage to the valves.
 MINIMUM CURRENT LIMIT:  As the load current is discontinuous highvoltages may occur in the transformer windings and this can be avoided byhigh Dc reactor on the DC side

 VOLTAGE DEPENDENT CURRENT ORDER LIMIT(VDCOL): under lowvoltage condition it may not be desirable to maintain DC current or power forthe following reasonsWhen voltage at one converter falls more than 30%, the reactivepower demand of the remote converter increase and this may have adverseeffects on the AC system. A higher alpha or Gama is necessary to control thecurrent in the link which increase the reactive power demand at theconverter. If the Ac system voltage is reduced substantially the amount ofreactive power is reducedAt  reduced voltages there is also chance of commutation failure andvoltage instability



VDCOL CONTROL

MINIMUM FIRING ANGLE CONTROL: power transferred in the DC line is mainly due tomanipulation of the current order. These signals are to be sent to the converter viatelecommunication. If this link fails there is a chance that a inverter can change to rectifierwhich results in power reversal. To prevent that the inverter control is provided withminimum delay angle control
POWER CONTROL: Usually the HVDC link is required to transmit scheduled power. In suchan application the corresponding current order is found out from the power order/ DCVoltage measured
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CONTROL HIERARCHY:Generally two bridges with star- star and star delta connected transformers are consideredfor 12 pulse bridge unit.The control scheme is divided into four levels
 BRIDGE OR CONVERTER LEVEL
 POLE CONTROL
 MASTER CONTROL
 OVERALL CONTROL

 BRIDGE OR CONVERTER LEVEL:

 It determines the firing instants of the valves within a bridge and definesα min and γ min limits.
 This has the fast response in the hierarchy.

 POLE CONTROL:

 It coordinates the control of bridges in a pole.
 The conversion of the current order to the firing angle order, tap changercontrol and some protection control sequence are handled in pole control.
 It also handles starting, stopping and de-blocking and balancing of the bridge

 MASTER CONTROL:

 It determines the current order and provides coordinated current ordersignals to all poles.
 It interprets the broader demands for controlling the HVDC system byproviding the interface between the pole control and overall system control
 This includes power flow scheduling determined by control centre and ACsystem stabilization



BRIDGE/VALVE GROUP CONTROL:

FIRING ANGLE CONTROL: The manner which mode you operate the HVDC system eitherin CIA,CC and CEA only need is how we generate firing pulses.There are two methods in which firing pulses can be generated
 INDIVIDUAL PHASE CONTROL (IPC).
 EQUIDISTANT PULSE CONTROL (EPC).
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 INDIVIDUAL PHASE CONTROL (IPC):

 Here firing angles are calculated individually for every phase with theircommutation voltages.
 Six phase delay circuits are required
 Six zero crossing circuits are requiredIn this IPC there are two methods
 COSINE CONTROL
 LINEAR CONTROL

 COSINE CONTROL: There are several versions of this method.
 Pulses are generated at the zero crossing of control voltage VC and the linevoltage AC.
 The control voltage is nothing but error produced from the current==

= ( )
= =

 This control system results in a linear transfer characteristic.
 The output voltage independent on the change of the input AC voltage.
 However near alpha at zero it is sensitive to control voltage and leads to highaccuracy
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 LINEAR CONTROL:
 Pulses are generated at the zero crossing of control voltage VC and the linevoltage AC. == =
 This makes linear transfer characteristics non linear but accuracy is ±10

ADVANTAGES OF IPC:

 The output voltage will be high
DISADVANTAGES OF IPC:

 Harmonic instability with less SCR.
 Non characteristics harmonics introduction in the system.
 Parallel resonance with filter impedance and system impedance

 EQUIDISTANT PULSE CONTROL (EPC): Here pulses are generated in the steady stateat a equal intervals of 1/Pf. Through the ring counterIt consists of three variations of the EPC scheme
 PULSE FREQUENCY CONTROL (PFC)
 PULSE PEROID CONTROL (PPC)
 PULSE PHASE CONTROL (PPC)

 PULSE FREQUENCY CONTROL (PFC):

 The basic components of the system are Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)and a ring counter.  The VCO delivers pulses at a frequency directlyproportional to the input control voltage.
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 The train of pulses is fed to a ring counter which has six or twelve stages.
 One stage is on at a time with the pulse train output of the VCO changing theon stage of the ring counter.
 As each stage turns on it produces a short output pulse once per cycle.
 Over one cycle a complete set of 6 or 12 output pulses are produced by thering counter at equal intervals.
 These pulses are transferred to the firing pulse generator to the appropriatevalves of the converter bridge

 Under steady state conditions V2=0 and the voltage V1 is proportional to theAC line frequency ω1.
 This generates pulses at the line frequency and constant firing delay angles α.
 If there is a change in the current order , margin settings or line frequency., achange in V3 occurs which in turn results in change in the frequency of thefiring pulses.
 A change in the firing delay angle results from the time integral of thedifferences between the line and firing pulse frequencies.
 It is apparent that this equidistant pulse control firing scheme is based onpulse frequency control.

 PULSE PHASE CONTROL (PPC): In this scheme a step change in control signalscauses a spacing of the only pulse to change these results in a shift of phase only.
ADVANTAGES:

 Equal delay for all the devices.
 Non characteristics harmonics are not introduced

DISADVANTAGES:
 Less DC output voltage than IPC



HARMONICS AND FILTERS






























































































































